Buying your
property at Auction
Buying your property has never been easier with our
Modern and Traditional methods of auction.
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0345 646 0302
iamsold.co.uk

Benefits
of Auction

“You can bid from
the comfort of
your own home”

COMPLETE FASTER
Auction offers quicker completion vs. Private Treaty
where it can take over 100 days to complete. Auction
provides fixed exchange and completion dates of
between 28 and 56 days. This means you can plan
your move more easily.

QUICK AND EASY BIDDING
We know life is busy, that’s why we pioneered online auctions so
you can bid from the comfort of your home, 24 hours a day, 365
days a year. We also offer live in-room auction events across
the UK.
BUY WITH A MORTGAGE
Our option of Modern Method of Auction (MMoA) provides an
extended timescale of 56 days for completion (vs. Traditional
Auction where the timescale is 28 days) giving you time to arrange
a mortgage.

ADDITIONAL SECURITY
The buyer and vendor enter into a binding Reservation
Agreement, committing them to completing the purchase.
Because bidding activity is visible to all interested parties, it
offers complete transparency vs. buying through Private Treaty.

“auction provides
exchange and
completion dates
of between 28
and 56 days”

Our flexible
auction routes

“this method opens
the market to
mortgage buyers”

A step by step guide.

Modern Method of Auction (MMoA)

Things to consider as a buyer:

This is our most popular auction method.
Unlike Traditional Auctions, exchange and
completion take place within 56 days of the
auction ending. This method allows more
interest and opens the market to mortgage
buyers. You may have also heard this method
referred to as “Conditional” method of
auction.

You will be required to pay a 4.2% nonrefundable Reservation Fee, which is
subject to a minimum of £6,000 inc VAT,
within 2 hours of the auction ending if you
are the successful bidder. This is paid in
addition to the agreed purchase price.

You are also required to sign a Reservation
Agreement if you are the successful bidder
on a property. This reserves the property to
the buyer and commits both the seller and
the buyer to completing the purchase giving
security to both parties.

•

The Reservation Fee should be taken into
consideration when deciding the total
amount that you wish to pay for the property,
and you need to ensure you have enough
funds to pay the Reservation Fee on the day
of the auction.

•

In some instances, you will be required to
pay a Reservation Deposit instead of a
Reservation Fee. The Reservation Deposit
paid is typically 4.2% (of the purchase price)
and is subject to a minimum of £6,000. The
Reservation Deposit forms part of the final
purchase price.

•

You will need to complete the purchase
within 56 days so if you are financing with
a mortgage, you should get a mortgage
agreed in principle beforehand.

“Exchange of
contract takes
place as soon as
auction ends”

A step by
step guide
Traditional Method of Auction

Things to consider as a buyer:

Exchange of contracts takes place as
soon as the auction ends. The buyer is
required to pay a 10% deposit at this
point of exchange and complete within
28 days. Although this is the most secure
and fastest method of sale vs. Modern
Method and Private Treaty, the higher level
of deposit required typically limits interest
to cash, investment buyers. You may have
also heard this method referred to as
“Unconditional” method of auction.

•

You will be required to make a 10% nonrefundable deposit at the end of the auction
if you are the successful bidder, so you need
to ensure you have enough funds available
to do this on the day of the auction.

•

You will be required to pay a 4.2% nonrefundable Reservation Fee, which is subject
to a minimum of £6,000 inc VAT, within 2
hours of the auction ending if you are the
successful bidder. This is paid in addition to
the agreed purchase price.

•

You need to have funds available to be able
to complete the purchase within 28 days of
exchange taking place.

You will be required to sign a Reservation
Agreement if you are the successful bidder
on a property. This reserves the property to
the buyer and commits both the seller and
the buyer to completing the purchase giving
security to both parties.

The
process
You’ve decided to buy a property at auction – let’s get started!

1. SEARCH
Our auction properties can be found through our website and any online property search engines we
use - we also advertise in branch. You can also search on www.iamsold.co.uk

2. VIEWING
We would always recommend viewing any property you are considering. You can book your viewing through the
Estate Agent and afterwards our team will be in touch to discuss your feedback and potential interest in bidding.

3. BUYER INFORMATION PACK
If you plan to bid, you need to carry out your due diligence before proceeding. To help you, each property
has a Buyer Information Pack and we highly recommend that this information is reviewed carefully before
bidding. It’s also advisable to review the pack with your solicitor. To download the pack, you need to
register online or by speaking with one of our Auction Specialists.

4. SALE METHOD
Information will be available about how your chosen property is being sold; this will either be via Traditional or
Modern Method of Auction. You will also need to find out if the auction will be taking place at a live/in-room
event or online.
You need to ensure you can meet the requirements of the auction method before bidding, specifically ensuring
you have the necessary funds available for any deposit/fees.

5. BIDDING
You can bid online (if an online auction), over the phone (online or live event) or in person (if a live event). If
bidding online, our system allows you to view the current bid, number of bidders and a live countdown until the
auction ends. You are also able to set an automated maximum bid and the system will bid on your behalf.

6. YOU ARE THE WINNING BIDDER
Depending on the method of auction, you will have between 28 and 56 days to complete the purchase.

DEPOSIT/FEE

EVIDENCE

In both cases you need to pay a deposit or fee to
reserve the property, sign a Reservation Agreement
and complete an identification process with our
friendly team. You will also need to instruct a
solicitor to act on your behalf.

You will also need to evidence how the
purchase will be funded. This will be required
before exchange can take place.

7. NEXT STEPS
Our expert Sales Progression team will help to take the sale through to completion, keeping you
updated every step of the way.

“Excellent service thanks
for making my purchase a
smooth one.”
Priscilla N

“Fantastic service, I was
kept informed all of the
way very professional”
William W

FAQ
What is the Reservation Fee / Deposit?
A Reservation Fee or Reservation Deposit is
paid by the buyer to give their commitment to
purchase from the seller and reserves the property
exclusively to them during the reservation period.
The Reservation Fee is used to cover the seller’s
auction and Estate Agency fees.
The Reservation Fee
The Reservation Fee is non-refundable and paid in
addition to the agreed purchase price. The buyer
should take into consideration the Reservation Fee
when deciding the total amount that they wish to
pay for the property. The Reservation Fee paid is
typically 4.2% (of the purchase price) including VAT
and is subject to a minimum of £6,000 including
VAT.
The Reservation Deposit
The Reservation Deposit is paid in the instances
that the seller agrees to pay the fees. It is nonrefundable and forms part of the agreed purchase
price. The Reservation Deposit paid is typically
4.2% (of the purchase price) and is subject to a
minimum of £6,000. The Reservation Deposit forms
part of the final purchase price.
Will paying a Reservation Fee increase my Stamp
Duty liability?
Yes. Current HMRC policy is that the chargeable
amount is whatever the seller has been given
(directly or indirectly) for a buyer to purchase
the property. This includes fees which must be
paid in order to acquire the property. This means
that whatever the buyer pays, it will form part of
the purchase price for the property and will be
included in their liability for stamp duty.
Can Reservation Fees be included in my
mortgage application?
It is unlikely a lender would allow any fees
associated with buying a property to be included
within their mortgage calculation. You would need
to speak to your mortgage provider.

What are the identification checks for?
By law we are required to complete
identification checks on all parties involved in
a property transaction.
We do this by completing a quick electronic
identification search and ask you a few
authentication questions. The search will leave
a soft footprint on your credit report but has
no effect on your credit score and cannot
be seen by credit service providers. We will
never ask you to provide any account sensitive
information such as account numbers, pin
numbers or passwords.
On occasion we may require additional
information documents to be provided and we
will talk you through what is needed, should this
be the case.
What if the bid I place is under the seller’s
Reserve Price?
We are under obligation to pass on all offers,
unless the seller has instructed otherwise in
writing. The seller would need to consider and
either accept or decline such offers.
What is a Buyer Information Pack?
A Buyers Information Pack provides potential
buyers with the information to make an informed
decision about purchasing a property. You
should ALWAYS consider this information
carefully before placing any bids. It typically
consists of:
Title Documents, Local Authority Search,
Water and Drainage Search and the Energy
Performance Certificate (EPC). Once the
property is sold, the pack is forwarded to the
acting solicitors for use in the conveyancing
process.
The successful buyer is required to pay £300
including VAT for the preparation of the Buyer
Information Pack where provided by iamsold.

Why is proof of funds required?
We are required to establish that you are in a
position to fund the purchase as well as identify
the source of funds used.
Referral arrangements
Your Estate Agent and the Auctioneer may recommend services of third-party suppliers to you and may receive payment
for the recommendation. Whilst these services are recommended to be of benefit to you, you are under no obligation to
use any of these services and you should always consider your options fully before services are accepted. Where any such
arrangement exists, you will be made aware of the arrangement and advised of any payment that will be received prior to
services being taken.

Contact us
0345 646 0302
iamsold.co.uk

